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Abstract
To ensure the Quality of Service (QoS) of the high-priority requests, the paper proposes a
Congestion Control Algorithm of Multi-Priority (CCAMP) which differentiates the QoS
according to the priorities, CCAMP reserves queue buffer for the high-priority packets by
dropping the low-priority packets in a certain probability. Moreover, the paper presents an
improved EDF (Earliest Deadline First) schedule of multi-priority with the sliding window
which sorts the packets according to the estimated completion time, the sliding window
defines the time similarity, and the high-priority packets are scheduled in priority in the
sliding window. The results of the experiments prove that CCAMP and the improved EDF
schedule reduces the delay and the loss rate of the high-priority packages, they realize the
QoS differentiation by priorities effectively.
Keywords: congestion control, queue schedule, QoS

1. Introduction
Cloud computing has become popular for its economical, reliable, convenient services in
recent years [1]. With the popularity of the cloud services, a variety of cloud platforms have
emerged, such as the Google's GFS, Microsoft's Windows azure, Amazon’s EC2 etc.
Currently, the master-slave structure is used in most of the cloud computing systems such
as Hadoop Distribute File System (HDFS) [2]. The master node (called Name Node) is the
metadata server that manages the file system’s metadata; the slave nodes (called Data Node)
are the numerous data servers which store the actual data. All the requests from the clients
must be processed as the metadata request in the name node firstly [3]. Therefore, Name
Node may become the bottleneck in the case of surging requests.
When the metadata requests are submitted to the name node, the congestion controller
determines whether the requests are accepted to enter the buffer queue or discarded. The
purpose of congestion control is to meet the QoS of the high-priority requests by discarding
the low-priority packets. The schedule flow chart is as Figure 1. The schedule strategy sorts
the requests according to estimated completion time, and schedules the high-priority requests
in the sliding window in priority.
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Figure 1. The Congestion Control and Schedule Procedure
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. In
Section 3, we present the congestion control algorithm of multi-priority and Section 4
proposes an improved EDF schedule of multi-priority with the sliding window. In Section 5,
we evaluate the QoS differentiation effect by a series of experiments. Finally, we conclude in
Section 6.

2. Related Work
Drop-tail [4-6] drops the arrival packets when queue overflow occurs. Drop-tail
incurs large queue length and high packet loss rate at congested links. Especially, Droptail results in a phenomenon, called global synchronization, when a lot of data flows
compete in a bottleneck. However, Drop-tail is the most widespread queue management
scheme due to its simplicity.
Active Queue Management (AQM) [7, 8] is a proactive congestion control
mechanism, AQM is different from drop-tail and it drops packets before the queue is
full and effectively solves the global synchronization problem.
Random Early Detection (RED) [9-11] is a queue management scheme that is
intended to remedy the shortcomings of Drop-tail. The dropping probability of RED is
decided by the queue length, it is an early congestion notification, and the dropping
probability increases in order to provide enough early congestion notifications.
When a packet arrivals at the buffer queue, the new average queue length is updated
by using the current queue length q real and the old value of the average queue
length qavg .

qavg  (1  wq ) * qavg  wq * qreal
The parameter wq determines the weight given to the new queue measurement, q a vg
is the average queue length, and q real is the actual queue length.

Pdrop  pmax * (qavg  min th ) /(max th  min th )
The dropping probability Pdrop is calculated based on the minimum and maximum
queue thresholds min th min th and max th respectively which are usually set as some
percentage of the maximum buffer capacity, as shown in Figure 2, the parameter p max
determines how aggressively packets are dropped as the queue builds.
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RIO (RED with In/Out) [12, 13] differentiates the arriving packets into two classes:
In packets and out packets. If the arriving rate of the packets is bigger than the
subscription rate, it will be marked with in packet; else it will be marked with out
packet. RIO expends RED to two set of parameters: ( min in , max in , p max in ) and
( min out , max out , p max out ), it is shown as Figure 3. They present the minimum,
maximum queue thresholds and the maximum dropping probability of the In and Out
packets. When congestion occurs, the Out packets will be dropped earlier than in
packets to reserve more buffers for In packets.
The gentle RED [14] modification extended maximum threshold to twice value.
However, although we may exploit fully the buffer space in this way, packet-drops do
not have always desirable effects. Some applications that generate a small amount of
critical data do not exit from slow start and may delay by packet drops.
Adaptive RED [15] avoids link underutilization by maintaining the average queue
length among the two thresholds by adjusting p max .
BLUE [16] manages dropping based on packet loss and link idle events, if the queue
drops packets due to buffer overflows, BLUE increases the dropping probability,
whereas if the queue becomes empty or idle, BLUE decreases the dropping probability.
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Figure 3. The Parameter of the RIO

3. The Congestion Control Algorithm of Multi-Priority (CCAMP)
Although the classical RED can avoid congestion by dropping part of the packets
previously, it can’t provide differentiated QoS for no classification to the requests. RIO
differentiates the arriving packets into Out and In packets, which can’t provide multi-priority
QoS differentiation.
The paper proposes a multi-priority multi-threshold congestion control method which
overcomes the above disadvantages. The higher the priority is, the bigger the threshold is.
CCAMP reserves more buffers for the requests of high priority by dropping the packets of
low priority.
Because the data processed by the metadata server is the metadata, it does not involve in
the real data, so the request packets in the metadata server are with the same size in the buffer
queue, that is, the processing speed to the request metadata is a constant value.
Before computing the dropping probability, we defined several parameters:
N : N is the number of the priorities.
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PRi : PRi is the i th request priority, i  [1, N ] , the bigger i is, the higher the priority is.
min i : min i is the minimum threshold of the i th priority.

max i : max i is the maximum threshold of the i th priority.
p max i : p max i is the maximum dropping probability of the i th priority.
Pbi : Pbi is the real dropping probability of the i th priority.

Lmax : Lmax is the maximum length of the buffer queue.
Lavg : Lavg is the average length of queue.
Lreal : Lreal is the real length of the queue.

 i :  i is the adjusting parameter of the minimum threshold.  i  [0,0.5] .
 i :  i is the adjusting parameter of the maximum threshold.  i  [0,0.5] .
Vin : Vin is the arriving speed of the packets.
Vout : Vout is the processing speed of the metadata server.
If Vin is less than Vout , the metadata server can handle the request packets in time, so all
request packets should be allowed to go into the buffer queue in the condition. Otherwise, the
congestion control procedures should be started to achieve QoS differentiation.
When a request packet arrives, the average queue length is calculated as follow:

Lavg  (1  w) * Lavg  w * Lreal

w is the adjusting weight, and the initial average queue length is the real queue length.
The minimum threshold of the queue length is set as follow:

min i   * Lmax 

(i   i ) * Lmax
2* N

iN

And the maximum threshold of the queue length is set as follow:

max i   * Lmax 

(i   i ) * Lmax
2* N

iN

 is the initial parameter for the buffer queue congestion control, if   0.5 , the
congestion control procedures will be started when the buffer queue is in near half-full
condition.
The dropping probability is calculated as follow:
if i  N , Pbi  0 ;
if 1  i  N  1 , then:
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 Lavg  min i
Pb i  
* p max i
max

min
i
i

1


Lavg  min i
min i  Lavg  max i
Lavg  maxi

4. The Improved EDF Schedule of Multi-priority with the Sliding Window
In HDFS, The scheduler processes the request packets from the buffer queue in a strict
FIFO order, the queue schedule mechanism does not differentiate the requests, which will
lead to a long time delay when the congestion occurs. Because the main parameter of the QoS
is the delay time, and the processing rate of the metadata is a constant value, so the processing
delay mainly depends on the schedule way in the buffer queue. The higher the priority is, the
shorter the expected delay is, so the EDF strategy is good solution to the schedule.
EDF [17, 18] algorithm is a well-known real-time schedule algorithm, the priority of the
task is dynamically allocated according to the deadline of the task and the task of the highest
priority will be processed firstly.
The paper proposes an improved schedule algorithm on EDF with sliding window. The
procedure of the strategy in the paper is as follow:
(1) The metadata packet goes into the buffer queue according to its arriving time, such as
Figure 4.
(2) Sort the packets in the queue according to EDF, that is, the estimated completion time
is earlier, the packet in the queue is sorted in the front of the queue. Because the higher the
priority is, the shorter estimated delay is, so if the packets with different priorities arrive in
close time, the packet with higher priority will be put more forward than the packet with
lower priority, such as Figure 5.
(3) A sliding window is applied to present the similarity of the estimated completion time,
the packets in the same window have the similar estimated completion time, the packet with
higher priority is scheduled with priority in the sliding window, such as Figure 6.
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Figure 4. The Buffer Queue Sequence before Schedule
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Figure 5. The Buffer Queue Sequence in EDF Schedule
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Figure 6. The Buffer Queue Sequence in EDF Schedule with Sliding Window

5. Experiment and Analysis
The metadata are with the same size, and the processing speed of the metadata in the
metadata server is a constant value, therefore, CCAMP can be simplified as a problem to
enter the queue and schedule in the queue, the experiment is simulated by the visual C++
program. It is assumed that the length of the buffer queue is 8000, the initial length of the
buffer queue is 4000, there are four priorities, the adjusting parameters of the minimum and
maximum thresholds are all set as 0.4, that is,     0.4 , the initial parameter of the
congestion control is set as 0.5, that is,   0.5 , the parameters are set as Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The Parameters for Multi-priority
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Experiment 1: the reception contrast to the packets with different priority
The generation rate of the request packets for each priority is set as 100/s, the accepted
amount of the request packets with different priority is as Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The Reception Contrast to the Packets with Different Priority
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As shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, at first, the average length of the queue is less than the
minimum threshold of the lowest priority, all request packets are accepted to enter the queue,
but with the growth of the queue length, the request packets with the lowest priority are
dropped in a certain probability, when the average length of the queue is bigger than the
maximum threshold, all request packets with the lowest priority are dropped, so the number
of the accepted packets keeps constant after some time. Similar with the lowest priority, the
packets with different priorities are controlled to enter the queue from low to high, and the
packets of the highest priority are all accepted to go into the queue. In the experiment, the
accepted number of the fourth priority is nearly three times than the number of the first
priority. So the CCAMP algorithm realizes the QoS differentiation of multi-priority when the
congestion occurs, CCAMP reserves buffer for the request packets of the higher priority by
dropping the request packets of the lower priority.
Experiment 2: the delay contrast between the request packets with different priority.
Six groups of the delay experiments are designed. In the experiments, the generation rate
of the request packets with every priority is set as 100/s, 200/s, 300/s, 400/s, 500/s, 600/s.The
average delay of the request packets is counted as Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The Delay Contrast in the Different Generation Rate of the Request
Packets
As shown in Figure 9, when the generation rate of the request packets is a fixed value, the
average delay of the request packets of the high priority is shorter than the low priority. The
main reason is the application of the EDF with sliding window. Because the request packets
with high priority have shorter estimated completion time, so if the request packets with
different priority come in near time, the request packets with higher priority will be sorted in
front of the queue. At the same time, the request packets of the high priority in the sliding
window are scheduled in priority, so the mechanism can shorten the average delay for the
request packets of the higher priority. When the generation rate is low, the difference between
the different priorities is little, but with the growth of the generation rate, the delay difference
will increase dramatically.
Experiment 3: the average delay in different sizes of the sliding window
Six groups of the delay experiments are designed. In the experiments, the size of the
sliding window is set as 400, 800, 1200, 1600, 2000, 2400.The average delay of the request
packets is counted as Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The Delay vs the Size of the Sliding Window
As shown in Figure 10, the average delay with higher priority decreases with the growth of
the sliding window size, however, the average delay with lower priority increases with the
growth of the sliding window size. The amount of the request packets with higher priority
will increase with the growth of the sliding window, the request packets with higher priority
is scheduled in priority, so it shortens the delay of the packets with higher priority and
increases the delay of the packets with lower priority.

6. Conclusion
The paper proposes a multi-priority congestion control method and the EDF schedule with
a sliding window. It reserves buffers for the request packets with higher priority by dropping
the packets with lower packets, so the request packets with higher priority has bigger
probability to enter the buffer queue; for the request packets with higher priority have less
estimated completion time, so the EDF strategy will schedule the request packets with higher
priority firstly in similar condition, and the schedule strategy in the sliding window decreases
the delay for the request packets with higher priority further. So the comprehensive
mechanism can differentiate the QoS for multi-priority.
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